Dissimilar associations of same metabolic parameters with main chronic noncommunicable diseases (cancer vs some other NCDs).
Hormone-dependent tissues' cancers (mainly breast and endometrial and several others) are among the most frequent malignancies in adults and are often discussed in context of their correlation with other chronic noncommunicable diseases (NCDs), for example, cardiovascular and cerebrovascular conditions, and their risk factors, which may also be hormone metabolic. An idea that is often expressed delineates common factors leading to NCDs of malignant and nonmalignant nature. However, this idea is not always confirmed by study results. The reasons for this discrepancy are not clear and require further analysis. This editorial tries to show the importance of this problem with a few examples (in particular, by attracting information on the role of birthweight, adult height and family history of diabetes) which may help us understand some mechanisms behind interconnections of major NCDs, including cancer.